Move ‘N’ Groove Activities
All of the activities in the Move ‘N’ Groove Kit are designed to encourage movement
through music and dance. Encourage children to move and groove as they please.
Have fun and enjoy watching them spin, turn, dance, float, shake and wiggle with delight!

Recommended Music
■■

Wee Sing Book and CD Collection, by Pamela Conn Beall and
Susan Hagen Nipp, Penguin Publishing.

■■

CD: Preschool Aerobic Fun, by Georgina Stewart. Kimbo Educational

■■

CD: Children’s Folk Dances. Kimbo Educational

■■

CD: Moving with Mozart. Kimbo Educational

■■

CD: Yoga for Kids. Kimbo Educational

■■

CD: 30 Party Songs, 2008 Twin Sisters IP, LLC

■■

CD: More Kidz Bop Gold. Kidzbop.com

■■

CD: Sing & Dance. Jack Grunsky

Instructions for Teachers
1. Choose an activity from the CHILE Move ‘N’ Groove lessons. These lessons include

an optional enrichment activity that extends children’s learning beyond what’s
taught in the activity. You may use the enrichment activity, or any other part of the
lesson to meet Head Start Performance Standards and learning outcomes.

Note:

You can also Move ‘N’ Groove to music and songs of your own choosing. Please
keep in mind that the purpose of Move ‘N’ Groove is to get the children moving!

2. Plan ahead. Ensure that you have all of the required materials and equipment 		
for the lesson, as well as a space large enough for the children to move freely.
Make adaptations to the lesson as needed while you are planning.

3. Ensure that the area is safe for physical activity and review safety rules with

the children before you begin. Safety reminders are listed at the front of the 			
physical activity section.

4.

Remember to have fun, set-up for success, and encourage maximum movement!
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CHILE Move ‘N’ Groove Lessons
1.

Happy and You Know It

18. Bend and Stretch

2.

Ring-Around-A-Rosy

19. Fun Movement

3.

Teddy Bear Turn Around

20. B-B-B-Bounce Your Knees

4.

Wake Up, Warm Up

21. Winter Sports

5.

Musical Handshakes

22. Figure Skating

6.

Berries in the Bowl

23. Chug Along Choo Choo

7.

Ring Around the Rocket Ship

24. Bear Hunt

8.

Hot Diggity

25. I’m A Little Teapot

9.

Way Up High

26. Shake Your Sillies Out

10. Hokey Pokey

27. Wheels on the Bus

11. Free Dance

28. Run Run Run in Place

12. Movin’ Every Day

29. Eentsy Weentsy Spider

13. Rhythmic Dancers

30. Marching Along Together

14. Musical Statues

31. Tiptoe Cool Down

15. Musical Freeze

32. Yoga For Kids

16. Finger Poppin’

33. Fruit Salad Hand Jive

17. Heads, Shoulder, Knees and Toes

34. Big Thunder, Dark Cloud

Recommended Enrichment Books
1.

Happy and You Know It by David A.
Carter

7.

Let’s Go Apple Picking (Strawberry
Shortcake) by Molly Kempf

2.

Corduroy’s Day: A Counting Book by
Lisa McCue

8.

Apples, Apples, Apples by Nancy
Elizabeth Wallace

3.

Shake My Sillies Out by Raffi

9.

Wheels on the Bus by Paul O. Zelinsky

4.

How Can You Dance? by Rick Walton

10. It’s Winter by Linda Glaser

5.

On the Move by Deborah Heligman

11. Giraffes Can’t Dance by Giles Andreae

6.

I Wonder Why the Stars Twinkle and
Other Questions About Space by Carol
Stott

12. We’re Going on a Bear Hunt by Michael
Rosen and Helen Oxenbury
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Equipment Required
CD Player
30 Party Songs CD, Track 3

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play

For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Instruct children to stand in a place where they can’t
reach anyone else. Teach children to sing the following
song and encourage them to move as the words of
the song describe. You can also play the track “If
You’re Happy and You Know It” on 30 Party Songs for
children to sing along with.

Enrichment

Lyrics

■■ Talk to children about emotions.
Discuss how we express
different emotions in different
ways.

If you’re happy and you know it, clap your hands
[clap clap]

Learning Objective

■■ Read Happy and You Know It,
By David A. Carter.

If you’re happy and you know it, clap your hands
[clap clap]
If you’re happy and you know it, then your face will
surely show it
If you’re happy and you know it, clap your hands.
[clap clap]

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our bodies
regularly to make our muscles,
bones, heart and brains grow
strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

If you’re happy and you know it, stomp your feet
[stomp stomp]
If you’re happy and you know it, stomp your feet
[stomp stomp]
If you’re happy and you know it, then your face will
surely show it
If you’re happy and you know it, stomp your feet.
[stomp stomp]
If you’re happy and you know it, shout “Hurray!”
[hoo-ray! throw hands in air]

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

If you’re happy and you know it, shout “Hurray!”
[hoo-ray! throw hands in air]
If you’re happy and you know it, then your face will
surely show it

V1 – 9/08

If you’re happy and you know it, shout “Hurray!”
[hoo-ray! throw hands in air]
If you’re happy and you know it, do all three
[clap-clap, stomp-stomp, hoo-ray!]
If you’re happy and you know it, do all three
[clap-clap, stomp-stomp, hoo-ray!]
If you’re happy and you know it, then your face will
surely show it
If you’re happy and you know it, do all three.
[clap-clap, stomp-stomp, hoo-ray!]
You can be creative by adding other verses, such
as the following. Ask children to contribute their
ideas too.
If you’re happy and you know it, turn around
[turn around on the spot]
If you’re happy and you know it, hug a friend
[hug a friend closest to you]
If you’re happy and you know it, shake your hands
[shake hands]
If you’re happy and you know it, wiggle your ears
[wiggle your ears]
If you’re happy and you know it, jump for joy!
[jump on the spot once]
If you’re happy and you know it, touch your toes
[bend over and touch toes]

You can also substitute different emotions and actions,
for example, “If you’re angry and you know it stomp
your feet,” etc.
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Equipment Required
(none)

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move in a circle.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Talk to children about the shape
they made together when they
played Ring-Around-A-Rosy
(circle). Encourage children
to make different shapes as a
group.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Instruct children to form a circle and hold hands. Walk
in a circle while singing Ring-Around-A-Rosy. The
children drop to the floor when the song gets to “We
all fall down.” Children jump up again when the song
gets to “We all jump up.” The song can be repeated as
many times as you like. You can change the direction
the children are moving to add variety. Can you think
of other lyrics to sing to the same tune?

Lyrics
Ring-around-a-rosy
A pocket full of posies
A tissue, a tissue
We all fall down!
The cows are in the meadow

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our bodies
regularly to make our muscles,
bones, heart and brains grow
strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

Eating buttercups
One step, two steps
We all jump up!

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
(optional) CD player
(optional) Wee Sing Rhymes,
Songs and Lullabies, Section
2, Track 59 -OR- Wee Sing and
Play, Track 40

Before the Lesson

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play

For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Instruct children to stand in a circle or in place where
they can’t reach anyone else. Teach children to sing
the following song and encourage them to move as
the words of the song describe. Sing the song as many
times as the children like. Encourage them to move
as much as they can. You can use the Wee Sing CD
and Book Collection, Musical Games, Rhymes and
Silly Songs, Section One, Track 40, to accompany the
activity if you choose.

Enrichment

Lyrics

Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective

■■ Invite children to bring their
teddy bears to Head Start. Talk
about which teddy bears wear
clothes and which ones don’t.
Have children sort teddy bears
by size or color.
■■ Put teddy bear crackers into a
jar. Ask children to guess how
many teddy bear crackers are
in the jar. Count the crackers
with children.
■■ Read Corduroy’s Day: A
Counting Book, by Lisa McCue,
to children for story time.

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, turn around
[turn around]
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, touch the ground
[touch the ground]
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, show your shoe
[put one foot forward]
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, that will do
[shake index finger]
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, climb the stairs
[pretend to climb stairs]
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, say your prayers
[fold hands]
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, turn off the light
[pretend to switch light off]

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear, say “goodnight”
[lean head against folded hands]
Teddy bear, teddy bear, wake up now
[stretch arms and open eyes]
Teddy bear, teddy bear, take a bow
[take a bow]

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
Preschool Aerobic Fun, Track 1

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play Wake Up, Warm Up (Track 1) from Preschool
Aerobic Fun and encourage children to move as
directed throughout the song.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to move
our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

■■ Read On the Move, by Deborah
Heiligman.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
music of your choice

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
Talk to children about
handshaking/shaking hands:
■■ what it means (hello and
goodbye)
■■ when and where they have
seen people shake hands

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play up-beat music and instruct children to dance in
place while the music is playing. After 20–40 seconds
of playing the music, press pause on the CD player.
When the music stops, instruct the children to move,
find a friend, and give him/her a hand shake. Each
time the music stops, instruct children to find a new
friend to shake hands with. This is a wonderful way to
make shy children feel good!
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

■■ what people from other cultures
do to greet/farewell one
another

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
(none)

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Ask children to think about
other foods they might eat out
of a bowl (e.g., rice, pasta,
soup). Can we eat soup from a
plate? How about a cup?

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Form a circle with the children. Talk to them about
different types of food that we eat out of a bowl. Ask
children how they think different types of foods move
when they are in a bowl! Ask them about the way
berries in a bowl might move, cereal in a bowl and
milk in a bowl. Is it similar to the way we move when
we play in a swimming pool or lake? Next, teach the
children the following song to the tune of “Farmer in
the Dell.” Encourage children to stand up and move
as the words in the song describe. You may need to
demonstrate various actions (make up your own) to
help children differentiate between foods.
(Sing to tune of “Farmer in the Dell”)

Lyrics

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our bodies
regularly to make our muscles,
bones, heart and brains grow
strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

Berries in the Bowl,

Corn in the bowl,

Berries in the Bowl,

Corn in the bowl,

Squish, Squash, Squish,
Squash

Pop, Pop, Pop, Pop

Berries in the Bowl
Cereal in the bowl,
Cereal in the bowl,
Crunch, Crackle, Crunch,
Crackle
Cereal in the bowl

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

Milk in the Bowl,
Milk in the Bowl,
Swish, Swosh, Swish,
Swosh
Milk in the Bowl

Corn in the bowl
Beans in the bowl,
Beans in the bowl,
Jump, Jump, Jump &
Jump
Beans in the Bowl
Yogurt in the bowl,
Yogurt in the bowl,
Weeble, Wobble, Weeble,
Wobble
Yogurt in the bowl
V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
(none)

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move in a circle.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Make shiny stars from yellow
construction paper and glitter.
Use star and circle-shaped
sponges to create planets and
stars on a large sheet of darkcolored bulletin board paper.
Add rocket ship and astronaut
stickers (or magazine cut-outs).
Make rocket ships from toilet
paper tubes.
■■ Encourage children to go
outside with an adult at night to
look at the stars.
■■ Read I Wonder Why the Stars
Twinkle and Other Questions
About Space, by Carol Stott,
or other books about stars,
the moon, or space.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Gather the children in a circle to play this variation of
“Ring-Around-A-Rosy.”

Lyrics
Try to grab a star.
[All join hands in circle and walk to the right.]
Try to grab a star.
[At the word “grab,” drop hands and reach up.]
Stardust, stardust,
[Wiggle fingers in the air.]
Fall where you are!
[Fall to the floor.]
Gaze at the stars.
[Look up at the roof.]
Gaze at the stars.
[Look up at the roof.]
5-4-3-2-1,
[Get into squatting position.]
Blast into space!
[Jump in the air.]

Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
Preschool Aerobic Fun, Track 2

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play Hot Diggity (Track 2) from Preschool Aerobic Fun
and encourage children to move as directed throughout
the song.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to move
our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

■■ Read On the Move, by
Deborah Heiligman.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
(none)

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Read Let’s Go Apple Picking
(Strawberry Shortcake), by
Molly Kempf or Apples, Apples,
Apples, by Nancy Elizabeth
Wallace, for story time.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Gather children together in an area where they have
enough space to dance in place. Teach children the
song below with accompanying actions. Sing to the
tune of Momma’s Little Babies Love Shortnin’ Bread.

Lyrics
Way up high in an apple tree
[make a tree trunk shape]
Two little apples smiled at me
[draw a smile in the air with finger]
I shook that tree as hard as I could
[pretend to shake the tree]
Down came the apples
[fall to the ground]
Mmmmmmm they were good
[rub tummy and smile]

Today we moved our bodies to music.
We need to move our bodies regularly
to make our muscles, bones, heart and
brains grow strong and healthy. We
should practice moving everyday.

[Repeat]

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
Wee Sing Musical Games,
Rhymes and Silly Songs, Section
One, Track 19 -OR- Wee Sing
and Play, Track 18

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Have children trace their hands
on a piece of construction
paper and help them label the
left and right hand tracings.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Sing the following song with the children and make
actions that match the lyrics of the song.

Lyrics
You put your right foot in; you put your right foot out;
You put your right foot in and shake it all about.
Do the Hokey Pokey, and turn yourself around.
That’s what it’s all about.
[Continue with left foot, right hand, left hand, head,
bottom, etc.]

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our bodies
regularly to make our muscles,
bones, heart and brains grow
strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
music of your choice: use tracks
with different beats – slow, fast,
etc.

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Have children describe the
music with regard to its beat
(fast, slow) and the instruments
they heard playing. Ask
children how the music made
them feel. Talk to children about
the types of music they listen
to at home, on the radio, in the
car.
■■ Read How Can You Dance? By
Rick Walton and have children
try out the moves described in
the book.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
■■

Instruct the children to dance to the music any
way they want to.

■■

Join in the fun and dance with the children.
You are a great role model; they will emulate
what you do!

■■

Show children how to move different parts of
their bodies.

■■

Encourage them to have fun and express
themselves as they choose.

■■

Enforce a no-touching policy unless they
dance with each other in a friendly way (e.g.,
holding hands).

Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

Safety Tip
Do not include ribbons or scarves in this activity as
they pose a strangulation hazard, especially if a child
takes one on to the playground.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
Preschool Aerobic Fun, Track 3

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play Movin’ Every Day (Track 3) from Preschool
Aerobic Fun and encourage children to move as
directed throughout the song.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to move
our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

■■ Read On the Move, by Deborah
Heiligman.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
music of your choice: use tracks
with different beats – slow, fast,
etc.

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Have children identify the colors
in the rainbow.
■■ Read How Can You Dance? by
Rick Walton and have children
try out the moves described in
the book.
■■ For a field trip, consider a
children’s dance show.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Put on some lively music and allow children to express
the rhythms through dance. Next, stop the music and
instruct children to lie on the floor and pretend to be
asleep. Recite the following rhyme:
Rain, rain, go away
Come again another day
So that we can run and play.
When the thunder claps,
The clouds will clear
And pretty rainbows will appear.
At this, clap your hands, turn on some slower music
and have the children get up on their feet and move
slowly, making rainbow shapes with their arms.

Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
music of your choice

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Read How Can You Dance? by
Rick Walton, and have children
try out the moves described in
the book.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Instruct children to spread out through movement
space so that they can’t reach anyone else. Tell
children that when the music is playing, they are free
to move around as they please. When the music stops,
they must “freeze” like statues. Continue the game
until the children tire.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

■■ For a field trip, consider a
children’s dance show.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
music of your choice

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Read Giraffes Can’t Dance
by Giles Andreae, and have
children try out the moves
described in the book.
■■ For a field trip, consider a
children’s dance show.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Instruct children to spread out through the movement
space so that they can’t reach anyone else. Tell
children that when the music is playing, they are free
to move around as they please. When the music stops,
they must “freeze” or stop what they are doing, stay in
place, and wait for the music to start again. You can
designate different locomotor movements (skipping,
hopping, walking, crawling, etc) for children to practice
when music is playing.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
Preschool Aerobic Fun, Track 4

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play Finger Poppin’ (Track 4) from Preschool Aerobic
Fun and encourage children to move as directed
throughout the song.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

■■ Read On the Move, by Deborah
Heiligman.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Knees and Toes



Equipment Required
(optional) CD player
(optional) CD: 30 Party Songs,
Track 5

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Talk to children about different
parts of their bodies and their
functions.

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our bodies
regularly to make our muscles,
bones, heart and brains grow
strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Teach children the words to the song (below). While
singing, touch both hands to the head, then the
shoulders, then the knees, and then the toes, in time
with the words. Then on the second verse, miss out
the word “Head”, but still do the actions. On the third
verse, miss out the word “Shoulders”, and so on. Finish
with all the words back in, but singing as fast as
possible!

Lyrics (to the tune of "London Bridge")
Head and shoulders, knees
and toes,

Eyes and ears and
mouth and nose,

Knees and toes,

It’s my body

Knees and toes,

Ankles, elbows, feet and
seat,

Head and shoulders, knees
and toes,

Feet and seat,

It’s my body

Feet and seat,

Eyes and ears and mouth
and nose,

Ankles, elbows, feet and
seat,

Mouth and nose,

It’s my body.

Mouth and nose,

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required

Purpose

Before the Lesson

The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

How to Play

(none)

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Dramatic play: Pretend to
be astronauts. Put on your
astronaut suit, helmet and moon
boots. Choose a spot on the
floor for your own spaceship.
Buckle Up, count down from
ten and blast off! When you
arrive, go outside for a space
walk, dodge a meteor shower,
and float around in space.
Wave to your family on earth.
Pull yourself back into the
spaceship and prepare to
return to earth.

 

(If you don’t know the song, create your own tune.)

Lyrics
Bend and stretch, reach for the stars,
[Touch toes, then stretch up to the ceiling.]
There goes Jupiter here comes Mars,
[Lean over to the left then to the right – arms still to
the ceiling.]
Bend and stretch, reach for the sky,
[Touch toes, then stretch up to the ceiling.]
Stand on tippy-toes, oh so high!
[Stand on tip toes.]

Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
CD Player
music of your choice

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play lively music while children perform the following
activities. Encourage children to use their entire
bodies.
■■ Make a river in front of you. [Make a windy river
in front of your body with your hand and arm.]
■■

Make a rainbow over your head [With your
arms, make an arc over your head to rest at your
other side. Bring your arms back again.]

■■

Make waves in the ocean. [Encourage children
to make large waves in front of them with their
arms and hands.]

■■

Pull out a fish. [Pretend to hold a fishing rod and
lean back as if you’ve caught a huge fish.]

■■

Make a rainbow go over your body. [Beginning
in a squatting position, stand up while bringing
your arms up over your head. End in a squat on
the opposite side.]

■■

Make a tornado. [Spin around.]

■■

Be a horse. [Gallop around the classroom.]

Enrichment
■■ Have children identify all the
colors of the rainbow. Ask them
to choose their favorite one.

Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!
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Equipment Required
CD Player
Preschool Aerobic Fun, Track 5

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play B-B-B-Bounce Your Knees (Track 5) from
Preschool Aerobic Fun and encourage children to move
as directed throughout the song.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

■■ Read On the Move, by
Deborah Heiligman.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
(none)

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Read It’s Winter by Linda Glaser.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Teach the children the following song, sung to the
tune of “Farmer in the Dell”. Encourage the children
to act out the sport mentioned in each verse. (Leave
enough time between verses so they can adequately
portray each sport). Use picture cards of sports to give
examples to children.

Lyrics
Sledding down the hill,

Hi-ho away I go,

Sledding down the hill,

I’m skiing down the hill!

Hi-ho away I go,

Skating ’cross the ice

I’m sledding down the hill!

Skating ’cross the ice

Skiing down the hill,

Hi-ho away I go,

Skiing down the hill,

Skating ’cross the ice!

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our bodies
regularly to make our muscles,
bones, heart and brains grow
strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!
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Equipment Required
CD Player
(optional) CD: Moving with
Mozart

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Read It’s Winter by Linda Glaser.
Talk to children about what
things they like to do in winter.
Talk to them about why it’s
important to wear warm clothes
and accessories.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play some graceful music and encourage children to
imagine that they are figure skating in the Olympics
– gliding along the ice. Encourage children to move
gracefully, using their arms and jumping and twirling
as they go.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to move
our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!
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Equipment Required
CD Player
Preschool Aerobic Fun, Track 6

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Read On the Move, by
Deborah Heiligman.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be
active. Preschool children should accumulate at least
60 minutes of structured physical activity every day
and 60 minutes of unstructured physical activity
every day.

How to Play
Play Chug Along Choo Choo (Track 6) from Preschool
Aerobic Fun and encourage children to move as
directed throughout the song.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
(none)

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
Read We’re Going on a Bear Hunt,
by Michael Rosen and Helen
Oxenbury. Have children act out
the words.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Sing or chant the following song with the children
repeating each phrase after you. As you chant, clap
hands and slap thighs throughout. There are various
versions of this song/poem, of which you can find
online. Google “Bear Hunt Song” and you will find
many links to videos, tunes and activities associated
with this popular song.

Lyrics
Children repeat each phrase after you:
Going on a bear hunt,
I’m not afraid. ]
Got a real good friend [Children hug or shake hands with
each other during this part.]
By my side.
Oh, Oh!
What do I see?

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our bodies
regularly to make our muscles,
bones, heart and brains grow
strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

Oh look! It’s some tall grass!
Can’t go over it,
Can’t go under it,
Can’t go around it.
Got to go through it! [Make motions with arms like you
are clearing a way through grass.]
Going on a bear hunt,
I’m not afraid.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

Got a real good friend [hugs or handshakes.]
By my side.
Oh, Oh!
What do I see?
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Oh look! It’s a tall tree.

I feel something.

Can’t go over it,

It has lots of hair!

Can’t go under it,

It has sharp teeth!

Can’t go through it.

It’s a bear!

Got to climb up it!

[At this point increase speed of thigh
slapping, swim back through the river, climb
back up and down the tree, go back through
the tall grass, until you get safely home and
lock the door.]

[pretend to climb up the tree.]
Goin on a bear hunt,
I’m not afraid.
Got a real good friend
[hugs or handshakes.]
By my side.
Oh, Oh!
What do I see?
Oh look! It’s a wide river.
Can’t go over it,
Can’t go under it, ]
Can’t go through it.
Got to swim across it!
[pretend to swim.]
Goin on a bear hunt,
I’m not afraid.
Got a real good friend
[hugs or handshakes.]
By my side.
Oh, Oh!
What do I see?
Oh look! A deep, dark cave.
Can’t go over it,
Can’t go under it,
Can’t go through it.
Got to go in it.
[close eyes as you pretend to enter the cave.]
Oh,oh! It’s dark in here.

I’m not afraid!
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Equipment Required
(none)

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Have children trace the letter T
(for teapot) and paste pictures
of words that start with the letter
T onto construction paper.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Instruct children to find a space where they can’t
reach anyone else. Teach them the following song and
demonstrate actions to the words of the song.

Lyrics
I’m a little teapot, short and stout
Here is my handle, here is my spout.
When I get all steamed up then I shout
Tip me over and pour me out.
[Repeat as many times as the children wish.]

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our
bodies regularly to make our
muscles, bones, heart and brains
grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

V1 – 9/08
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Equipment Required
(none)

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Children stand on the spot shaking their arms and legs
while singing the song below.

Lyrics

Enrichment

Shake, Shake, shake your sillies out!

■■ Read Shake My Sillies Out, by
Raffi.

Shake, Shake, shake your sillies out!

Shake, Shake, shake your sillies out!
And wiggle your worries away!
Children wiggle their bodies all over. You can vary this
each time you do it by singing the song with different
words and changing your movements, for example:

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our bodies
regularly to make our muscles,
bones, heart and brains grow
strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

Hop, hop, hop your sillies out!
Jump, jump, jump your sillies out!
Dance, dance, dance your sillies out!
Wave, wave, wave your sillies out!
Stomp, stomp, stomp your sillies out!

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!
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Equipment Required
(none)

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Instruct children to stand up where they can’t reach
anyone else. Sing the following song and create actions
to the words.

Lyrics

Enrichment

The wheels on the bus go round and round,

■■ Read Wheels on the Bus, by
Paul O Zelinsky.

round and round, round and round.

■■ Talk to children about their
experiences with riding the bus
to Head Start.

The wheels on the bus go round and round,
all through the town.
The wipers on the bus go Swish, swish, swish;
Swish, swish, swish; Swish, swish, swish.
The wipers on the bus go Swish, swish, swish,
all through the town.
The horn on the bus goes Beep, beep, beep;
Beep, beep, beep; Beep, beep, beep.
The horn on the bus goes Beep, beep, beep,

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our bodies
regularly to make our muscles,
bones, heart and brains grow
strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

all through the town.
The money on the bus goes, Clink, clink, clink;
Clink, clink, clink; Clink, clink, clink.
The money on the bus goes, Clink, clink, clink,
all through the town.
The Driver on the bus says “Move on back,
move on back, move on back;”
The Driver on the bus says “Move on back,”

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!

all through the town.
The baby on the bus says “Wah, wah, wah;
Wah, wah, wah; Wah, wah, wah.”
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The baby on the bus says “Wah, wah, wah,”
all through the town.
The mommy on the bus says “Shush, shush, shush;
Shush, shush, shush; Shush, shush, shush.”
The mommy on the bus says “Shush, shush, shush,”
all through the town.

Substitute these also:
The doors on the bus go open and shut.
The bell on the bus goes ding-ding-ding.
The lady on the bus says, “Get off my feet!”
The people on the bus say, “We had a nice ride!”
“[your name]” on the bus says “Let me off!”
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Equipment Required
CD Player
Preschool Aerobic Fun, Track 7

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play Run Run Run in Place (Track 7) from Preschool
Aerobic Fun and encourage children to move as
directed throughout the song.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

■■ Read On the Move, by
Deborah Heiligman.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!
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Equipment Required
none

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Have children draw spiders
and trace the word spider on
construction paper.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Sing the following song to the children and
demonstrate actions that match the words. Have
children stand up and perform movements with their
whole body, rather than just their fingers.

Lyrics
Eentsy weentsy spider climbed up the water spout
Down came the rain and washed the spider out
Out came the sunshine and dried up all the rain
So eentsy weentsy spider climbed up the spout again

Today we moved our bodies to
music. We need to move our bodies
regularly to make our muscles,
bones, heart and brains grow
strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!
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Equipment Required
CD Player
Preschool Aerobic Fun, Track 11

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Make your own musical
instruments! For example,
maracas: Use an empty plastic
bottle, fill it half way full with
uncooked pasta or rice and
sand. Secure lid with masking or
duct tape. See take home kit
Module 3 for more instruments.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play Track 11 from Preschool Aerobic Fun and
encourage children to march along to the beat of the
music. Encourage children to stand tall with shoulders
back, lift knees and swing arms. If you have musical
instruments in the classroom, encourage children to
march and play instruments just like members of a
marching band.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to move
our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!
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Equipment Required
CD Player
Preschool Aerobic Fun, Track 8

Before the Lesson
Ensure there is enough space for
children to move as they please.

Learning Objective
For children to accumulate at
least 5 –10 minutes of structured
physical activity.

Enrichment
■■ Read On the Move, by
Deborah Heiligman.

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play
Play Tiptoe Cool Down (Track 8) from Preschool
Aerobic Fun and encourage children to move as
directed throughout the song.
Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to move
our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!
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Yoga for Kids





Equipment Required
CD Player
CD Yoga For Kids
Mat, blanket, towel or other soft
surface (e.g. carpeted floor 		
works great)

Purpose
The purpose of this lesson is for children to be active.
Preschool children should accumulate at least 60
minutes of structured physical activity every day and
60 minutes of unstructured physical activity every day.

How to Play

Take care that the towel or blanket
will not be slippery on the floor.

Begin with children spread out so that they cannot
touch each other.
Follow the instructions on the CD to do the yoga
breathing and make the yoga poses.
Start with track 1: Balloon Breath (if the children
are too excited to start by lying down, first do another
CHILE activity so that they can get their wiggles out!)
Continue with the tracks in sequence, or pick your
favorites and just do those.
• Most tracks are 2 to 3 minutes long.
• Track 6 is almost 5 minutes long: about 2
minutes of poses and 2 minutes of a relaxation
exercise called the “Sleeping Game”.

Learning Objective

Helpful Hints

For children to accumulate at least
5 to 10 minutes of structured physical
activity. Explore new ways to move.
Achieve a sense of strength, flexibility
and calmness.

Try these yoga activities when you need the kids to
be calm, for example: right before lunch or at the end
of the day. Sometimes the yoga poses last a very long
time on the CD – when this happens, do the pose for a
moment, then rest, then try it again.
Let the children do the poses in their own way so that
they are comfortable with the shape or movement.

Before the Lesson
Remove shoes. It is also helpful to
remove belts or other things that
might restrict breathing.
Provide enough space for the
children to stretch out without
touching each other.
Do the exercises on carpet, or
provide a mat, blanket or towel
for each child.

Enrichment

■ Look at the shapes drawn in the
back of the booklet provided with
the CD. Make your own large
drawings for the children to see.
Play an instrumental selection
(tracks 8-14) and have the children
try some of the new shapes.

Today we moved our bodies to music. We need to
move our bodies regularly to make our muscles, bones,
heart and brains grow strong and healthy. We should
practice moving everyday.

 
Remember to mark the CHILE
Physical Activity calendar
after you've completed
this activity!
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Fruit Salad Hand Jive



Equipment Required:

CD Player,

CD: Jack Grunsky: Sing and Dance Track 8

Song Words
Refrain:

Dance Steps

Cut up a peach and slice it,
Cut up a pear and dice it
Cut up a plum and slice it
Add a little clove to spice it

Start crouched down as small as you can get,
jump up at end of each line
Repeat 4x or in 4 different groups

Fruit fruit fruit salad
Make a “tutti frutti” salad
Fruit fruit fruit salad
Make a “tutti frutti” salad

Bend forward and knock knees
together and apart, brushing hands
across knee caps back and forth

Do the Hand Jive
Take a ripe yellow banana
Oranges and some papaya

Slap Knees 4x, Clap Hands (4x)
Cross Hands Right over Left palms
facing down (4x)
Cross Hands Left over Right palms
facing down (4x)

Different colors different shapes

Beat Fists together Right over Left (4x)
Beat Fists together Left over Right (4x)
Right Thumb over Right Shoulder (4x)
Left Thumb over Left Shoulder (4x)
Repeat until refrain starts

You can even add some juicy grapes

Refrain: Cut up a peach and slice it....

Crouch down and jump up at end of each line
Knock knees together and apart

Apple bits and fresh strawberries
Pineapples and sweet red cherries
Squeeze a little lemon or some lime
Watermelon makes it oh so fine

Do the Hand Jive (see above)

Fruit fruit.....

Refrain:

Repeat until refrain starts

Cut up a peach and slice it....
Fruit fruit....

Crouch down and jump up at end of each line
Knock knees together and apart

Stir it up in a great big bowl
I’m as hungry as Old King Cole
Here’s a ladle, take a scoop
Get a piece of that cantaloupe

Do the Hand Jive (see above)

Refrain:

Cut up a peach and slice it....
Fruit fruit.....

Repeat until refrain starts
Can try it faster if the kids are ready
Knock knees until the end of song
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Big Thunder, Dark Cloud





Equipment Required:

CD Player,

CD: Jack Grunsky: Sing and Dance Track 15

Song Words

Dance Steps

It’s raining it’s pouring
The old man is snoring
Bumped his head and he went to bed
And he couldn’t get up in the morning

Turn down the lights, stand in a group and
sing along quietly.

Do you see that dark cloud in the sky?
There’s a big storm coming, my oh my
Do you hear that rolling thunder sound
Like bowling balls rumbling ’round?

Make some rain sounds by swishing
your hands together, or tapping very
quickly on your lap, table, or the floor.
Add marching steps in place, bringing
feet down loudly to the beat.

Big thunder, dark cloud (repeat)

Sing the words in the chorus and roll
your hands in the air for the words, “big
thunder”. For the words, “dark cloud”,
open your palms and slowly wave them in
the air.

Listen to the rain come down
Ten thousand rivers on the ground
Covering the earth far and wide
Gotta get to the other side

Make the rain sounds then add marching
steps in place, bringing feet down loudly to
the beat.

Big thunder, dark cloud (repeat)

Sing the words and roll your hands in the
air for the words, “big thunder”. For the
words, “dark cloud”, open your palms and
slowly wave them in the air.

Don’t be afraid now, don’t you cry
Big storm is sure to pass on by
Sunlight will come around again
Clouds blow away and storm will end

Make the rain sounds then add marching
steps in place, bringing feet down loudly
to the beat.

Big thunder, dark cloud (repeat)

Sing the words and roll your hands in the
air for the words, “big thunder”. For the
words, “dark cloud”, open your palms
and slowly wave them in the air.

OPTIONAL: Use instruments such as bells,
drums or rainsticks to make the rain sounds.

